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Impact of Internet on Science
• Wider reach out of scientific results  

• (Potential) engagement of new actors in the scientific 
process 

• Large availability of data and technologies to analyse 
them





source : https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_science 
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information and collaboration into OS to promote its teaching via 
this method as a new skill.  

OS requires multi-skilled learners, who must be able to have a 
good understanding of the requirements needed to conduct 
science, and recognise how science is evolving. Another 
important aspect is also the ability to recognise that there is a shift 
in the philosophy of sharing scientific experiences [21]. Since OS 
can bring financial benefits to the institutions it is important that 
researchers are trained to understand the technicalities for 
practicing OS in order that both them and their institutions take 
advantage of its benefits and not waste valuable money.   

3. FOSTERING OPEN SCIENCE TO 
RESEARCH  
The European Commission (EC) funding framework, 
Horizon2020, requires that all research results funded by the 
European Union (EU) should be provided open access and, with 
respect to research data that accompany these results. In the 
Horizon 2020 (H2020), the EC has established an Open Research 
Data Pilot [22]. However, research conducted with respect to open 
access implementation showed that there are still several 
components that need to be addressed to support the compliance 
of funders' open access policies and improve the availability of 
information that could bridge knowledge gaps [23]. The FOSTER 
project attempts to provide a solution to this issue by the portal 
users to address each problem separately and collaborate with key 
research stakeholders. 

The primary goal of the FOSTER project is to empower the 
institutional training capacity and increase the compliance 
percentage of funders' open access policies by combining the 
research principles and processes with a focus primarily in early 
career researchers. The project's objectives are to:  

• discover the existing resources in OS that could be 
reused and the creation new resources if there is demand 
for it 

• construct a portal that can be used as an e-learning 
platform, where all the resources would be hosted, and 

• deliver training to all types of research stakeholders.  

In this paper we focus on the second objective; we explore how 
FOSTER defines the OS domain by building a taxonomy in the 
field and how it responds to the need for the creation of an open e-
learning platform in OS, by collecting learning objects and 
creating an online educational portal in OS.  

4. OPEN SCIENCE TAXONOMY  
Since the OS field is relatively new, we wanted to specify the OS 
concept with the use of a taxonomy. The reason that FOSTER 
created an OS taxonomy was twofold. First, we attempted to map 
the field and offer an in-depth representation of the concepts 
around OS; FOSTER's vision was to present the OS components 
to those who were not familiar with the concept. The second goal 
was to provide structured and consistent terminology that would 
reduce the current descriptive conflicts in the field of OS and 
promote its development through the consistency of the open 
practices that relate to the OS terminology. Therefore, the 
project's goal was not only to use the taxonomy to classify the 
subject field, but also to take advantage of its organising ability. 
Since taxonomies are tools that can be used to classify content, at 
FOSTER we are using the taxonomy to systematise the 
educational resources hosted in the portal, which would also assist 
both the portal managers and the general public with the material 
and events review process.  

More specifically the need for a topic classification for the portal 
was essential for the following purposes: 

• provide facilities for navigating and browsing the 
FOSTER content 

• use it as a structure to which users can subscribe to 
receive updates of content hosted in the portal 

Figure 1. Open Science Taxonomy 

Open (Digital) Science

source: Pontika : et al. ; "Fostering Open Science to Research using a Taxonomy and an eLearning Portal” (2015)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_science
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“The new availability of huge amounts of data, along 
with the statistical tool to crunch these number, offers a 
whole new way of understanding the world. Correlation 
supersedes causation, and science can advance even 
without coherent model, unified theories, or really any 
mechanistic explanation at all.” 



“In the 21st century,  
much of the vast volume  
of scientific data captured 
by new instruments on a  
24/7 basis, along with 
information generated in the 
artificial world of computer  
models, is likely to reside forever  
in a live, substantially publicly 
accessible, curated state for the 
purpose of continued analysis. 
This analysis will result in the  
development of many  
new theories !” 

extract from the Foreword







Postulates



Big Data

Big data is a term for data sets that are so large or 
complex that traditional data processing applications 
are inadequate. Challenges include analysis, 
capture, data curation, search, sharing, storage, 
transfer, visualization, querying, updating and 
information privacy. The term often refers simply to 
the use of predictive analytics or certain other 
advanced methods to extract value from data, and 
seldom to a particular size of data set.

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Big_data

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Big_data


Visualization of daily Wikipedia edits created by IBM



Every day 2.5 quintillion
bytes of data are created

About 75% of data is 
unstructured, coming from 

sources such as text, voice and 
video

Source: Giuseppe Futia, Nexa Center for Internet & Society 



Big Data in Science: 
example

At the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), protons collide 
some 1 billion times per second, and the CERN data 
centre store more than 30 petabytes of data per year 
from the LHC experiments.

Excerpt from : http://home.cern/scientists/updates/2015/09/big-data-takes-root

http://home.cern/scientists/updates/2015/09/big-data-takes-root


A framework to  

Describe - Explain - Predict 

phenomena 

18

Theory

Swanson, Richard A. Theory Building in Applied Disciplines. San Francisco, CA: Berrett-Koehler Publishers 2013.



Science: Systematically and objectively gaining (and preserving), documenting, and 
disseminating knowledge 

▪ In principle, science tries to be objective by aspiring knowledge based on “facts” 
(independent of subjective judgment!) 

19

However: 
▪ Accepting scientific results is a social process (documentation, communication, following 

rules). 
▪ Some elements of science (mathematics, logics) seem to be unbiased – but nevertheless 

rely on acceptance by the peers and capabilities to apply the theories. 
▪ One could also say: “In the end, it is also a matter of beliefs, capability, and individual and 

social judgment” 
(following some basic principles, rules, and codes)

Science
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▪ Aristoteles (384-324 BC) 
– Search for truth 
– Search for laws and reasoning for phenomena 
– Understanding the nature of phenomena 

▪ Francis Bacon (1561-1626) 
– Progress of knowledge of nature (reality) 
– Scientific knowledge based on inductive and careful observation of events in nature 

▪ Era of (French) Enlightenment (Voltaire (1694-1778), Diderot (1713-1784)) 
– Emancipation from god and beliefs 

▪ Kant (1724-1804) 
– System of Epistemology  

▪ Constructivism (Förster (1911-2002), N. Luhmann (1927-1998)) 
– Subjective construction 

▪ Popper : empirical falsification (1934 - 1970 ca) 
▪ Other important references: Kuhn, Lakatos, Feyerabend 

Adapted from: Orkunoglu, 2010

Science evolves, too
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Is there a world 
independent of 

subjectivity?

Idealism

Realism

Solipsism

Rationalism

Empiricism

Scepticism

Normative Ethics

Descriptive Ethics

Everyday Ethics

From: Orkunoglu, 2010

Ontology

Epistemology

Ethics

From where do 
discoveries result?  
From experiences?

From where does ethics 
result? Does there exist 
something like universal 

ethics?

…

…

…

object - subject 
relation

Science and Philosophy



▪ We speak about truth, if no subjective interpretation and distortion is possible 
▪ We could also say: “Whenever I repeat my treatment to a certain population, it will always lead to 

the same observation” 
▪ If we have “universal truth”, we can call our results “generalisable” (“externally valid”) 

22
Image: Sjøberg, 2011

What is the notion of truth ?

Challenges: Obtaining truth 

▪ Can we obtain something as “universal truth”?  
▪ Can we do so in a life time? Or even within a PhD? 
▪ What if my observations/interpretations/analyses are dependent on human factors?  
▪ Often things can be true for certain contexts 
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Philosophy of science

Principle ways of working

Fundamental theories

Methods and tools

You are (usually) here

Science and methods
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Philosophy of science

Principle ways of working

Methods and tools

Fundamental theories

Epistemology 

Empirical methods

Statistics

Hypothesis testing

Experiments

Example

Theories

Example
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Theory/System of theories

(Tentative) 
Hypotheses

Observations / Evaluations

Study 
Population

Induction

Pattern  
Building

Deduction

Falsification / 
 Support

Further reading: Runeson et al.  
Case Study Research in Software Engineering: Guidelines and Experiments

Theory  
Building

Scientific methods 



▪ Each method I can 
apply… 
– Has a specific 

purpose 
– Relies on a specific 

data type 
Purposes 
▪ Exploratory 
▪ Descriptive 
▪ Explanatory 
▪ Improving 

Data Types 
▪ Qualitative 
▪ Quantitative

26

Example: Grounded Theory 

(Tentative)
Hypotheses

Study 
Population

Qualitative Data

Descriptive 
Exploratory, or 

Explanatory

Scientific methods 
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Theory/System of 
theories

(Tentative)
Hypotheses

Observations / 
Evaluations

Study 
Population

Pattern  
Building

Falsification / 
 Support

Theory  
Building

Formal / Conceptual 
Analysis

Grounded Theory

Confirmatory 
• Case & Field Studies 
• Experiments, 

• SimulationsSurvey and Interview 

Research

• Ethnographic Studies

• Folklore Gathering

Exploratory  
• Case & Field Studies

• Data Analysis

Further reading: Vessey et al 
A unified classification system for research in the computing disciplines

 

Scientific methods 
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Scientific method:  
inductive and deductive

• Hypothesising 

• Modeling 

• Testing 



BIG (OPEN) DATA: 

The end of traditional scientific method ?



Pars destruens



▪ Statistical tests are a powerful method to give scientific foundations and 
provide evidence to theories with the observations it is possible to get 

▪ However they have some limitations 
– not all assumptions often hold (e.g., normality in parametric tests) 
– often we don’t have enough data to draw proper conclusions

31

Limitations
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Limitations: pval



▪ Nowadays large availability of data allows the application of better 
techniques to reduce the error in drawing conclusions from statistical 
tests 

▪ Example: control on false discovery rate rather than type I error (p val)

33

Opportunity of Big Data

▪ Paradigm: “Collect data first, ask question later” 
▪ It translates in “inference from data” with no a priori questions 

– E.g.: regression , patterns and hypothesis building from historical data  
▪ Often applied for prediction purposes
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Not so straightforward
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Case1: 
deterministic approach



Deterministic approach  
The problem of chaos (Poincaré work)

36
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Mappa logistica (λ = ln 2 ≃ 0.693): due traiettorie a partire da condizioni
iniziali molto vicine |x(0) − x ′(0)| = 4 × 10−6, notare come solo dopo un
tempo ∼ 16 le due traiettorie diventino completamente diverse.

Angelo VULPIANI (2012) Previsioni dal passato: un vecchio problema da un punto di vista moderno10 Dic 2012, Convegno MAXXI 9 / 26

The problem of chaos (Poincaré work):  
 an example from physics

37

Esponente di Lyapunov
In un sistema deterministico caotico

|δx(t )| ∼ eλt |δx(0)| (5)

quindi il sistema può essere predetto con una certa tolleranza ∆ solo fino
ad un tempo che dipende (poco) dall’incertezza iniziale e dall’ esponente
di Lyapunov λ > 0

Tp ∼
1
λ
ln ∆

|δx(0)| (6)

Angelo VULPIANI (2012) Previsioni dal passato: un vecchio problema da un punto di vista moderno10 Dic 2012, Convegno MAXXI 8 / 26
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That means: a system can be predicted with a tolerance Δ only 
within a certain time which is dependent on  λ

In a deterministic chaotic system we have that:

(Lyapunov exponent λ>0):

L’ effet t o farfalla
Un esempio molto semplice (mappa logist ica):

x(t + 1) = 4x(t )(1 − x(t ) ) (3)

`e possibile mostrare che tipicamente un piccolo errore raddoppia ad ogni
passo

δx(t ) ∼ 2tδx(0) (4)

se si ha una (inevitabile) incertezza sulla condizione iniziale è praticamente
impossibile conoscere lo stato del sistema dopo un certo tempo (che
dipende dal sistema)

Angelo VULPIANI (2012) Previsioni dal passato: un vecchio problema da un punto di vista moderno10 Dic 2012, Convegno MAXXI 7 / 26

Let’s take a simple prediction function (Logistic map):

L’ effet to farfalla
Un esempio molto semplice (mappa logist ica):

x(t + 1) = 4x(t )(1 − x(t ) ) (3)

`e possibile mostrare che tipicamente un piccolo errore raddoppia ad ogni
passo

δx(t ) ∼ 2tδx(0) (4)

se si ha una (inevitabile) incertezza sulla condizione iniziale è praticamente
impossibile conoscere lo stato del sistema dopo un certo tempo (che
dipende dal sistema)

Angelo VULPIANI (2012) Previsioni dal passato: un vecchio problema da un punto di vista moderno10 Dic 2012, Convegno MAXXI 7 / 26

Its prediction error doubles at every step: 

Example with logistic map:

Despite the very similar initial 
conditions (|x(0) − x′(0)| = 4 × 10−6 ), 
after t=16 the two trajectories are 
completely different (“Butterfly effect”)

λ = ln 2 ≃ 0.693

Stability, high 
predictability

Chaos, low 
predictability

 

Source: Sylos Labini 



Prediction window

▪ Predicting eclipses and tides is easier because those phenomena are less chaotic, i.e.  
Lyapunov exponent λ is lower (and so the predictability window is large). That’s why 
ancient populations (such as Maya) could understand the periodicity of the planets’ 
movement, without having a physical reference model

38

Esponente di Lyapunov
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quindi il sistema può essere predetto con una certa tolleranza ∆ solo fino
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Source: Sylos Labini 

▪ The atmosphere is much more chaotic system, and the predictability window is quite 
short (i.e.  λ is higher ) à see Lorentz efforts 
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Case2: 
probabilistic approach



 
Probabilistic approach : method of the analogs

40
Predicting the future from the past: An old problem from a modern perspective

Cecconi, F. and Cencini, M. and Falcioni, M. and Vulpiani, A., American Journal of Physics, 80, 1001-1008 (2012), 

DOI:http://dx.doi.org/10.1119/1.4746070

• Most predictions algorithm work under the following basic idea

• We know the past , i.e. a series (x1, x2, ...., xM ) where xj = x(j∆t)

• We want to forecast the future, i.e. xM+t 

• We look back in the past to find a situation similar to the present (time M), i.e. a vector xk 
with k<M and |xk−xM|< ε 

• Predict at time M + t  
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Considerations
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Un teorema facile ma importante
L’intuizione di Boltzmann è stata formalizzata nel
Lemma di Kac
In un sistema ergodico il tempo medio di ritorno ⟨τ(A)⟩ in un insieme A `e
inversamente proporzionale alla probabilità P(A) che il sistema durante la
sua evoluzione si trovi in A:

⟨τ(A)⟩ = τ0
P(A)

Consideriamo un insieme di dimensioni lineari O(ϵ) allora P(A) ∼ ( ϵL )D e
quindi

⟨τ(A)⟩ ∼ τ0
L
ϵ

D

ove L `e la variazione tipica della singola componente del vettore di stato e
D `e la dimensione dell’attrattore.
D indica il numero minimo di gradi di libert à efficaci del sistema.

Angelo VULPIANI (2012) Previsioni dal passato: un vecchio problema da un punto di vista moderno
10 Dic 2012, Convegno MAXXI 17 /
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In an ergodic system, the average return time

of a set  A is proportional to a system’s characteristic time τ0 

and inverse proportional to the probability of A (Lak’s lemma):
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Conseguenze (belle e brutte) del lemma di Kac

L’ intuizione di Boltzmann è esatta → per corpi macroscopici, poiché
D ∼ N ≫ 1, l’irreversibilit à non è in contrasto con il teorema di Poincaré

Il lemma di Kac spiega l’insuccesso di Lorenz e le difficoltà delle previsioni meteo
dalle serie storiche
Quanto lontano devo andare nel passato per trovare un analogo?
Il problema è del tutto equivalente a chiedersi il tempo di ricorrenza→
Per trovare almeno un analogo con precisione ϵ si deve andare indietro un
tempo ordine

τ0
L
ϵ

D

Angelo VULPIANI (2012) Previsioni dal passato: un vecchio problema da un punto di vista moderno
10 Dic 2012, Convegno MAXXI 18 /

26

* For details see Cecconi, F. and Cencini, M. and Falcioni, M. and Vulpiani, 
A. DOI:http://dx.doi.org/10.1119/1.4746070

Which in a system of linear dimensions O(ε) is inverse 
proportional to the number of variables involved*

Good news: to find an analog in the past with precision ε , 
we must go back in time of 

Bad news: to find an analog, the minimum length of the 
series should be of the same order 

(eg precision 5%, t =  6x107 )



Considerations (continued)

▪ In very complex systems (e.g. earthquakes) the state vector is not known a priori, and 
data are not enough to get appreciable precision in predictions (because it is almost 
impossible to find an analogue back in the past)
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The Parable of Google Flu: Traps in Big Data Analysis


David Lazer, Ryan Kennedy, Gary King, Alessandro Vespignani


SCIENCE, Vol. 343, 14 March 2014


ILI : influenza-like illness 

CDC : Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, which 
bases its estimates on surveillance reports from laboratories 
across the United States 


 

▪ Example:  
– the case of Google Flu 

parabole



▪ Common problems 
– Not always the equations of the phenomena are known (do they exist?) 
– Often we even don’t have a set of variables which describe the phenomenon  
– Which are the confounding factors ?

43

Considerations
▪ Important questions for prediction: 
▪ Which are the relevant variables ? 
▪ What kind of laws regulates the system ? 
▪ What kind of perspective do we take: deterministic or 

probabilistic ? 

▪ Different situations 
▪ Evolution laws in the system exist and are known  
▪ Evolution laws in the system exist and are not known  
▪ We don’t know whether the system has some laws 



Main types of validity (for experiment design)
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Cause 

construct

Effect 

construct

Experiment objectiveTheory
cause-effect


construct

Treatment Outcome

Observation

Experiment 

operation

treatment-outcome

construct

Independent variable Dependent variable

1 2

3

4

1. Conclusion
2. Internal
3. Construct
4. External

3

Source: Wohlin et al. 
Experimentation in Software Engineering: An Introduction.



Main types of validity (for experiment design)

▪ Following classification scheme has been established for empirical SE: 
1. Conclusion validity:  

“In this study, is there a relationship between treatment and outcome ? 
2. Internal Validity:  

“Assuming there is a relationship in this study, is the relationship a causal one?” 
3. Construct Validity:  

Assuming that there is a causal relationship in this study, can we claim that the treatment 
reflects well our cause construct and that our measure reflects well our idea of the 
construct of the measure ? 

4. External Validity:  
 “Assuming that there is a causal relationship in this study between the cause and the effect, 
can we generalize this effect to other persons, places or times ?
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The root cause of our problem is a philosophy of scientific inference that is 
supported by the statistical methodology in dominant use. This philosophy might 
best be described as a form of “naïve inductivism,” a belief that all scientists 
seeing the same data should come to the same conclusions.
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Goodman, S. N. Epidemiology 12, 295–297 (2001). 

check out also: 
http://fivethirtyeight.com/features/science-isnt-broken/



What about Ethics ?



What about Ethics ?



Rule of Ethics

• Requirements defined in Common Rule 

• Approval by Institutional Review Boards 

• —> In the example studies, no process for 
respecting ethical requirements was needed



PARS COSTRUENS



ethics



https://secure.edps.europa.eu/EDPSWEB/edps/EDPS/Ethics



Areas for further research (I)

• Should human data science be regarded as 
human-subjects research? 

• What are the quantifiable risks posed by correlative 
and/or predictive data research? 

• Similarly, how should we account for the risk of 
sharing datasets when we cannot know what 
auxiliary datasets they will be combined (munged) 
with in the future?

Source: Perspectives on Big Data, Ethics, and Society 



Areas for further research (II)
• How is big data redefining both when and how the 

public benefits from research? And what are more 
precise ways to assess public benefit or justice 
considerations in big data research? 

• How should data privacy and security scientists 
approach illicitly gained, publicly available data? 

• What are the options for self-regulation in data 
science?

Source: Perspectives on Big Data, Ethics, and Society 



Areas for further research (III)
• What resources are needed in the university 

context to encourage engagement with data ethics 
issues, particularly outside of the IRB? 

• How can integrative approaches to data ethics be 
fostered in classroom environments? What 
pedagogical resources are needed? 

• How can integrative approaches to data ethics be 
fostered in classroom environments? What 
pedagogical resources are needed?

Source: Perspectives on Big Data, Ethics, and Society 



Areas for further research (IV)
• What are the ecological and environmental impacts of a 

rise in big data research and industry? 

• How can ethical issues be integrated into core technical 
research? 

• What motivates data scientists—and their colleagues and 
employers—in industry to establish ethics processes? 
Which ethics review structures do and do not work inside 
industry? 

• What is the proper purview of “research ethics” as a topic 
in the age of big data?



method 



How can I support validity in general?

In general, we have 2 possibilities: 

1. Support the validity by construction (often referred to as “validity 
procedures”) 

2. Increase the validity after the fact
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Constructively supporting validity

Conclusion Validity 
▪ Capture and critically discuss statistical assumptions and estimate probability of making errors 
▪ Draw baselines to compare representatives of samples 
Internal Validity 
▪ Minimise side-effects and confounding factors 
▪ Be unbiased!  
▪ Refer to method and subject triangulation 
Construct Validity 
▪ Reproducibly define research questions and methods before any analysis (e.g. by using GQM) 
External Validity 
▪ Observe and explain objects and subjects à Qualitative studies 
▪ Refer to data triangulation 
▪ Refer to independent replication studies! 
Further Tips 
▪ Define and report the study according to available guidelines  
▪ Be patient, be flexible 
▪ Recognise the positive value of checking the threats to validity!
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Example
▪ Comparing four approaches for technical debt identification,  
 Nico Zazworka, Antonio Vetro’, Clemente Izurieta, Sunny Wong, Yuanfang  Cai, 
Carolyn Seaman & Forrest Shull,  
 Software Quality Journal, 21(2), 2013 
▪ Large correlational analyses (~ 100.000 data points) on 13 releases of Hadoop open 

source software to discover relationship between quality structural metrics (at code, 
design and architectural level) and rework indicators (defect proneness and change 
proneness)
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Threat Type Control strategy
Choice of statistical significance thresholds Conclusion Literature-based choice of thresholds

Data transformation [0,N] à [0,1] Conclusion Distribution check

Metrics not normalized by classes size Conclusion Correlation check

Correlations found are incidental Internal Effect measured on two outcomes

Classes size measured by nr of methods Construct Correlation check

Defect proneness measured by nr of bug fixes Construct Checked with three different computation 
methods

Findings generalizability External Aggregation on 13 different releases



Increasing the validity after the fact

Independent Confirmation 
▪ Case study /experimental research of theories by researchers not involved in 

development of theory 
▪ Replication of experiments or case studies until reaching saturation  

(or getting retired) 

Challenges 
▪ What can we expect from a PhD thesis?
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Reproducibility vs replicability

▪ Reproducibility (requires change): ceteris paribus 
▪ Replicability ( avoids change) : “poor substitute for reproducibility” * ? 

▪ Nature initiative:  
– no space limitations on Methods sections 
– statisticians help review papers and measures 
– encourage raw data online 
– checklist for life science submissions  

▪ Other ongoing initiatives: 
– The Recomputation Manifesto  
– ARRIVE – Animal Research: Reporting In Vivo Studies  
– National Institutes of Health of the United States (NIH)

62*http://cogprints.org/7691/7/ICMLws09.pdf

http://cogprints.org/7691/7/ICMLws09.pdf


infrastructures  
& norms



source : https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_science 
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information and collaboration into OS to promote its teaching via 
this method as a new skill.  

OS requires multi-skilled learners, who must be able to have a 
good understanding of the requirements needed to conduct 
science, and recognise how science is evolving. Another 
important aspect is also the ability to recognise that there is a shift 
in the philosophy of sharing scientific experiences [21]. Since OS 
can bring financial benefits to the institutions it is important that 
researchers are trained to understand the technicalities for 
practicing OS in order that both them and their institutions take 
advantage of its benefits and not waste valuable money.   

3. FOSTERING OPEN SCIENCE TO 
RESEARCH  
The European Commission (EC) funding framework, 
Horizon2020, requires that all research results funded by the 
European Union (EU) should be provided open access and, with 
respect to research data that accompany these results. In the 
Horizon 2020 (H2020), the EC has established an Open Research 
Data Pilot [22]. However, research conducted with respect to open 
access implementation showed that there are still several 
components that need to be addressed to support the compliance 
of funders' open access policies and improve the availability of 
information that could bridge knowledge gaps [23]. The FOSTER 
project attempts to provide a solution to this issue by the portal 
users to address each problem separately and collaborate with key 
research stakeholders. 

The primary goal of the FOSTER project is to empower the 
institutional training capacity and increase the compliance 
percentage of funders' open access policies by combining the 
research principles and processes with a focus primarily in early 
career researchers. The project's objectives are to:  

• discover the existing resources in OS that could be 
reused and the creation new resources if there is demand 
for it 

• construct a portal that can be used as an e-learning 
platform, where all the resources would be hosted, and 

• deliver training to all types of research stakeholders.  

In this paper we focus on the second objective; we explore how 
FOSTER defines the OS domain by building a taxonomy in the 
field and how it responds to the need for the creation of an open e-
learning platform in OS, by collecting learning objects and 
creating an online educational portal in OS.  

4. OPEN SCIENCE TAXONOMY  
Since the OS field is relatively new, we wanted to specify the OS 
concept with the use of a taxonomy. The reason that FOSTER 
created an OS taxonomy was twofold. First, we attempted to map 
the field and offer an in-depth representation of the concepts 
around OS; FOSTER's vision was to present the OS components 
to those who were not familiar with the concept. The second goal 
was to provide structured and consistent terminology that would 
reduce the current descriptive conflicts in the field of OS and 
promote its development through the consistency of the open 
practices that relate to the OS terminology. Therefore, the 
project's goal was not only to use the taxonomy to classify the 
subject field, but also to take advantage of its organising ability. 
Since taxonomies are tools that can be used to classify content, at 
FOSTER we are using the taxonomy to systematise the 
educational resources hosted in the portal, which would also assist 
both the portal managers and the general public with the material 
and events review process.  

More specifically the need for a topic classification for the portal 
was essential for the following purposes: 

• provide facilities for navigating and browsing the 
FOSTER content 

• use it as a structure to which users can subscribe to 
receive updates of content hosted in the portal 

Figure 1. Open Science Taxonomy 

Open (Digital) Science

source: Pontika : et al. ; "Fostering Open Science to Research using a Taxonomy and an eLearning Portal” (2015)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_science


Open Research Data 

OA and EC Framework Programmes 

FP7 
OA Green or 
Gold+Green 
Pilot 

H2020 
OA Green or 
Gold+Green 
obligation 
& ORD Pilot 

H2020 
OA Green or 
Gold+Green 
obligation 
& ORD by 
default 

source: http://www.pasteur4oa.eu/sites/pasteur4oa/files/generic/
DECHAMP_PASTEUR4OA_rev.pdf

http://www.pasteur4oa.eu/sites/pasteur4oa/files/generic/DECHAMP_PASTEUR4OA_rev.pdf


http://ec.europa.eu/research/openscience/index.cfm?pg=open-science-cloud



“a federated environment for scientific data sharing and re-use”

see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SC4-O8BmI4I

Commons based on scientific data 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SC4-O8BmI4I




Linked Data Cloud

Source: Giuseppe Futia, Nexa Center for Internet & Society 





Science does not rest upon solid bedrock. The bold 
structure of its theories rises, as it were, above a 
swamp. It is like a building erected on piles. The piles 
are driven down from above into the swamp, but not 
down to any natural or 'given' base; and when we 
cease our attempts to drive our piles into a deeper 
layer, it is not because we have reached firm ground. 
We simply stop when we are satisfied that they are firm 
enough to carry the structure, at least for the time 
being. (1959)  

— Karl Raimund Popper 



Useful links and readings
• Readings on Big Data and application to Science:

• Viktor Mayer-Schnberger. 2013. Big Data: A Revolution that will Transform how We Live, Work and 
Think. Viktor Mayer-Schnberger and Kenneth Cukier. John Murray Publishers, , UK. 

• The Fourth Paradigm: Data-Intensive Scientific Discovery In The Fourth Paradigm: Data-Intensive 
Scientific Discovery (2009) by Anthony J. G. Hey, Stewart Tansley, Kristin M. Tolle 

• Perspective from Philosophy and Ethics:

• http://www.recode.net/2016/6/14/11923286/facebook-emotional-contagion-controversy-data-research-
review-policy-ethics 

• http://www.theverge.com/2014/12/9/7360441/facebook-screwing-with-user-emotions-was-2014s-most-
shared-scientific 

• Perspectives on Big Data, Ethics, and Society, THE COUNCIL FOR BIG DATA, ETHICS, AND 
SOCIETY, http://bdes.datasociety.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Perspectives-on-Big-Data.pdf 

• An Introduction to Philosophy of Science, Kent W. Staley, Cambridge University Press

http://www.theverge.com/2014/12/9/7360441/facebook-screwing-with-user-emotions-was-2014s-most-shared-scientific
http://bdes.datasociety.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Perspectives-on-Big-Data.pdf


• Perspective from Statistics:

• R. Foygel Barber and E. J. Candès. Controlling the false discovery rate via knockoffs.  

• Sheldon M. Ross, Introduction to probability and statistic for engineers and scientists,  ELSEVIER 

• Ronald E. Walpole, Raymond H. Myers, Sharon L. Myers, Keying Ye, Probability & Statistics for Engineers & 
Scientists 

• Bradley Efron, Large-Scale Inference , Empirical Bayes Methods for Estimation, Testing, and Prediction, ISBN: 
9781107619678, Jan 2013 

• Perspective from Physics

• Cecconi, F. and Cencini, M. and Falcioni, M. and Vulpiani, Predicting the future from the past: An old problem 
from a modern perspective, A., American Journal of Physics, 80, 1001-1008 (2012),  DOI:http://dx.doi.org/
10.1119/1.4746070 

• Francesco Sylos Labini, Big Data Complexity and Scientific Method 

• Chris Anderson, The End of Theory 

• L.F. Richardson, Weather Prediction by Numerical Process (Cambridge University Press, 1922) 73

Useful links and readings

http://www.syloslabini.info/online/big-data-complexity-and-scientific-method/
http://edge.org/3rd_culture/anderson08/anderson08_index.html

